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Abstract
Assuming a partial spread of T2(O) or T3(O), with deficiency δ, is maximal and using results
on minihypers, which are closely related to blocking sets in PG(2, q), we obtain lower bounds for
δ. If q is even, using extendability of arcs in PG(2, q), we prove that a maximal partial spread of
T2(O) which does not cover (∞) does not exist if δ ≤ q − 1. This improves a theorem of Tallini
(Proceedings of the First International Conference on Blocking Sets (Giessen, 1989) 201 (1991)
141) for T2(O) ∼= Q(4, q), and, furthermore, this result is sharp since partial spreads with deficiency
δ = q are constructed. c© 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and definitions
A (finite) generalized quadrangle (GQ) is an incidence structure S = (P,B, I) in which
P and B are disjoint non-empty sets of objects called points and lines (respectively), and
for which I ⊆ (P × B) ∪ (B × P) is a symmetric point-line incidence relation satisfying
the following axioms:
(i) Each point is incident with 1 + t lines (t ≥ 1) and two distinct points are incident
with at most one line.
(ii) Each line is incident with 1 + s points (s ≥ 1) and two distinct lines are incident
with at most one point.
(iii) If x is a point and L is a line not incident with x , then there is a unique pair
(y, M) ∈ P × B for which x I M I y I L.
The integers s and t are the parameters of the GQ and S is said to have order (s, t). If
s = t , then S is said to have order s. If S has order (s, t), then |P | = (s + 1)(st + 1) and
|B| = (t + 1)(st + 1), (see e.g. [13]). The dual SD of a GQ S = (P,B, I) is the incidence
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structure (B,P, I) and is a GQ of order (t, s). A spread of a GQ of order (s, t) is a set S
such that every point of S is incident with exactly one element of S. A spread necessarily
contains 1 + st lines. A partial spread is a set S of lines for which every point is incident
with at most one line of S. A partial spread is called maximal if S is not contained in a
larger partial spread. If the size of a partial spread is st + 1 − δ, then δ is said to be the
deficiency of the partial spread. An ovoid of a GQ S is a set of points which is a spread in
SD . We call a partial ovoid maximal if it is not contained in a larger ovoid.
A k-arc of PG(2, q) is a set of k points of PG(2, q) for which no three points are
collinear. A k-arc is complete if it is not contained in a (k + 1)-arc. An oval of PG(2, q) is
a (q+1)-arc. If q is odd then ovals are the non-singular quadrics of PG(2, q) and there are
no (q + 2)-arcs. If q is even, then non-singular quadrics are ovals but there are examples
of ovals different from quadrics. Also if q is even, every k-arc with k > q −√q + 1 can
be extended to a (q + 2)-arc. We call a (q + 2)-arc a hyperoval. For more details on arcs,
ovals and hyperovals, see [12].
In PG(3, q), a k-cap is a set of points no three of which are collinear. A k-cap is complete
if it is not contained in a (k + 1)-cap. The maximal size of a k-cap in PG(3, q), q > 2, is
q2 + 1. An ovoid of PG(3, q) is a (q2 + 1)-cap. If q is odd, then the only ovoids are the
non-singular elliptic quadrics of PG(3, q). If q is even, non-singular elliptic quadrics are
ovoids. For q = 22e+1, e ≥ 1, there is one class of other examples known, the Tits ovoid.
For more details on ovoids, see [11, Chapter 16].
Classical examples of GQ’s are the non-singular quadrics Q+(3, q), Q(4, q), Q−(5, q)
and the non-singular Hermitian varieties H(3, q2) and H(4, q2). We now define the GQ’s
T2(O) and T3(O). Let n = 2 (respectively, n = 3) and let O be an oval (respectively, an
ovoid) of π0 = PG(n, q). Furthermore, let π0 be embedded as a hyperplane in PG(n+1, q).
Define points as
(i) the points of PG(n + 1, q)\π0,
(ii) the hyperplanes X of PG(n + 1, q) for which |X ∩O| = 1, and
(iii) one new symbol (∞).
Lines are defined as
(a) the lines of PG(n + 1, q) which are not contained in π0 and meet O (necessarily in
a unique point), and
(b) the points of O.
Incidence is inherited from PG(n+1, q), whereas the point (∞) is incident with no line of
type (a) and with all lines of type (b). These incidence structures are GQ’s with parameters
s = q , t = qn−1.
We recall two important facts about the examples: Q(4, q) is self-dual if and only if q
is even, and T2(O) ∼= Q(4, q) if and only if O is a conic in PG(2, q).
In Section 2 we will introduce important concepts and theorems that will be used to find
bounds on the deficiency of maximal partial spreads of T2(O) and T3(O) (Section 3). In
Section 4 we will construct maximal partial spreads of the considered GQ’s.
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2. Some important concepts and theorems
A blocking set inPG(2, q) is a set of points such that each line of PG(2, q) is incident
with at least one element of the set. A blocking set is called trivial if it contains a line
of PG(2, q). It is well known (see for example [12]) that for a non-trivial blocking set B ,
|B| ≥ q+√q+1, and equality occurs if and only if q is a square and B is a Baer subplane
of PG(2, q).
The next theorem is a special case of a more general theorem on multiple blocking sets
of Blokhuis et al. [1].
Theorem 1. Let B be a blocking set in PG(2, q), q = ph, p prime, of size q + 1+ c. Let
c2 = c3 = 2−1/3 and cp = 1 for p > 3.
1. If q = p2d+1 and c < cpq2/3, then B contains a line.
2. If 4 < q and q is a square and c < cpq2/3, then B contains a line or a Baer subplane.
Definition. An { f,m; N, q}-minihyper is a pair (F, w), where F is a subset of the point
set of PG(N, q) and w is a weight function w: PG(N, q) → N: x → w(x), satisfying
1. w(x) > 0 x ∈ F ,
2.
∑
x∈F w(x) = f , and
3. min{∑x∈H w(x) ‖ H ∈ H} = m, where H is the set of hyperplanes of PG(N, q).
We define |(F, w)| = f . Let P be an arbitrary subset of the point set of PG(N, q), then
|P ∩ (F, w)| =∑x∈F∩P w(x).
Definition. LetA be the set of all lines of PG(N, q). A sum of lines is a weight functionw:
A→ N: L → w(L). A sum of lines induces a weight function on the points of PG(N, q),
which is given by w(x) = ∑L∈A,x∈L w(L). In other words, the weight of a point is the
sum of the weights of the lines passing through that point. A sum of lines is said to be a
sum of n lines if the sum of the weights of all lines of A is n.
Theorem 2 (Govaerts and Storme [5]). Let (F, w) be a {δ(q + 1), δ; N, q}-minihyper,
q > 2, satisfying 0 ≤ δ < 
, where q + 
 is the size of the smallest non-trivial blocking set
in PG(2, q). Then w is a weight function induced on the points of PG(N, q) by a sum of δ
lines.
It is known that Q(4, q) has spreads if and only if q is even (see e.g. [13]). The following
theorem gives information about partial spreads of Q(4, q).
Theorem 3 (Tallini [14]). Consider the GQ Q(4, q),
(i) if q is odd, Q(4, q) has no spreads, and if S is a partial spread, then |S| ≤ q2−q+1,
(ii) if q is even, q ≥ 4, and S is a maximal partial spread of positive deficiency, then
|S| < q2 − q/2.
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3. The main results
Definition. Let S be a partial spread of a GQ. A hole with respect to S is a point of the
GQ which is not incident with any line of S.
In this section we will prove the following results.
Theorem 4. Let S be a maximal partial spread of T2(O) of size q2 + 1− δ, δ ≥ 0.
(i) If (∞) is not a hole and q is not a square, then S can be extended to a spread if δ < 

with q + 
 the size of the smallest non-trivial blocking sets in PG(2, q).
(ii) If q is square and (∞) is not a hole, then S can be extended to a spread if δ < 
,
with 
 such that every blocking set of size q + 
 contains a line or a Baer subplane.
(iii) Let q be even. If (∞) is a hole, then δ ≥ q.
Theorem 5. Let S be a maximal partial spread of T3(O) of size q3 + 1− δ, δ > 0.
(i) If (∞) is not a hole, then δ ≥ 
, with q+
 the size of the smallest non-trivial blocking
set in PG(2, q).
(ii) If (∞) is a hole and q > 2, then δ ≥ 3 for a maximal partial spread of T3(O).
We will prove part (i) of Theorems 4 and 5 at once in Section 3.1; part (ii) of Theorem 4
will be proven in Section 3.2, whereas part (iii) of Theorem 4 and (ii) of Theorem 5 will
be proven in Section 3.3.
Definition. Consider a partial spread S of Tn(O) with deficiency δ. Let x be a point of
O. If x ∈ S, then set αx = q and if x /∈ S let αx be the number of lines of S incident
in PG(n + 1, q) with x . We define the local deficiency δx of x , with respect to S, to be
δx = q − αx .
Consider a partial spread S of Tn(O), n = 2 or 3, of size qn + 1 − δ. Referring to
the definition of the GQ Tn(O), let π0 = PG(n, q) which contains O and is embedded
in PG(n + 1, q) as a hyperplane. We will now define an { f,m; n + 1, q}-minihyper in
PG(n + 1, q) from the set of holes of the partial spread of Tn(O). We remark that a partial
spread contains at most one line of type (b) of the GQ, because all lines of type (b) intersect
in (∞).
Definition. Let S be a partial spread of Tn(O). Define wS : PG(n+ 1, q)→ N as follows:
(i) if x ∈ PG(n + 1, q)\π0 and x is a hole with respect to S, then wS(x) = 1, otherwise
wS(x) = 0,
(ii) suppose x ∈ O, define wS(x) = δx ,
(iii) wS(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ π0\O.
This weight function determines a set F of points of PG(n + 1, q). We will denote the
defined minihyper by (F, wS).
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3.1. Maximal partial spreads of Tn(O) for which (∞) is not a hole
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a partial spread of Tn(O) which covers (∞) and has deficiency
δ < q. Then wS is the weight function of a {δ(q + 1), δ; n + 1, q}-minihyper (F, wS).
Proof. Since (∞) is covered, S contains exactly one line of type (b), which is a point of
O, denoted by p. All other qn − δ lines of S each contain q points of type (i), so δq points
of type (i) are not covered. Since the deficiency is δ,∑x∈O δx = δ. From the definition of
wS this yields |(F, wS)| =∑x∈PG(n+1,q) wS(x) = δ(q + 1).
Consider an arbitrary hyperplane H of PG(n + 1, q). If H = π0, ∑x∈H∩F wS(x) =∑
x∈O δx = δ. Suppose that H = π0 and that H ∩ π0 is a tangent space at a point s of O.
If s = p, no line of S of type (a) is on p and hence qn − δ lines of S are intersecting H in
distinct points of PG(n + 1, q)\π0, which are points of type (i) of Tn(O). So H contains
qn − (qn − δ) = δ holes, of weight one of (F, wS). The same arguments prove, in the case
n = 2, that a hyperplane H = π0 of PG(3, q) skew to O contains δ points of (F, wS).
Suppose now s = p. The qn − δ − (q − δs) lines of S not on s intersect H in one point
of PG(n + 1, q)\π0. There is at most one line of S on s in H (since S is a partial spread).
If no such line exists, H contains δ + q − δs points of (F, wS) of type (i), otherwise H
contains δ − δs points of (F, wS) of type (i). Furthermore, the weight of s is by definition
δs , so
∑
x∈H∩F wS(x) = q + δ or δ.
For the last case for H we will make a distinction between n = 2 and 3. So let n = 2
and let H ∩ π0 = L be a secant line to O. If L ∩ O = {r, p}, q2 − δ − (q − δr ) lines
of S intersect H in a point of type (i) of T2(O), so adding the point r with weight δr , H
contains at most q + δ points of (F, wS). If there is a line on r in H , q extra points are
covered. Since q+ δ < 2q , no two lines of S on r can lie in H . Thus |H ∩ (F, wS)| ≥ δ. If
L ∩O = {r, s}, r = p, s = p, we have at most 2q + δ − δr − δs holes which are points of
type (i). Since S is a partial spread, no line on r and no line on s can lie in H at the same
time, and because q > δ, no more than two lines on r or s lie in H , so |H ∩ (F, wS)| ≥ δ.
Let n = 3 and let C = H ∩O. Using similar arguments as in the case n = 2, the number
of points of (F, wS) in H is at most
δ + ∑
x∈C
(q − δx )+ ∑
x∈C
δx = δ + (q + 1)q (if p /∈ C), or
δ + ∑
x∈C\{p}
(q − δx )+ ∑
x∈C\{p}
δx = δ + q2 (if p ∈ C).
For every line of S in H , q extra points of type (i) are covered, but since δ < q , H contains
at least δ points of (F, wS).
So every hyperplane contains at least δ points of (F, wS), and there exist hyperplanes
which contain exactly δ points. Hence min{∑x∈H wS(x) ‖ H ∈ H} = δ and (F, wS) is a
{δ(q + 1), δ; n + 1, q}-minihyper. 
Theorem 6. Let S be a partial spread with deficiency δ of Tn(O) covering (∞). If δ < 
,
with q + 
 the size of the smallest non-trivial blocking set in PG(2, q), q > 2, then S can
be extended to a spread.
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Proof. By Theorem 1, δ < q and so (F, wS) is a {δ(q + 1), δ; n + 1, q}-minihyper. If
δ satisfies the given conditions, Theorem 2 assures us that (F, wS) is the sum of δ lines.
Since the points of (F, wS) on π0 are points ofO\{p} it follows that these δ lines are lines
of type (a) of Tn(O). Those lines extend S to a spread. 
3.2. Improvements on the bounds if q is square
The following lemma is a special case of a general theorem on minihypers.
Lemma 3.2 (Hamada and Helleseth [8]). If (F, w) is a {δ(q + 1), δ; 3, q}-minihyper,
δ ≤ q, then any plane π intersects it in a {m1(q + 1)+ m0,m1; 2, q}-minihyper for some
integers m0 and m1 with m0 + m1 = δ.
Definition. Denote by m1(π) the integer m1 corresponding to the plane π . If m1(π) = 0,
then π is called poor; if π is not poor, then it is called rich.
Definition. Suppose q is square. A Baer cone with vertex p in PG(3, q) is a set of points
that is the union of lines on p that form a Baer subplane in the quotient space on p. The
planes of this cone are the q +√q + 1 planes that contain √q + 1 lines of the cone.
Lemma 3.3 (Govaerts and Storme [7]). Suppose (F, w) is a {δ(q+1), δ; 3, q}-minihyper,
δ ≤ (q+1)/2, q square, and suppose that every blocking set of PG(2, q) with at most q+δ
points contains a line or a Baer subplane. Suppose furthermore that (F, w) contains no
line. If p is a point of (F, w) with w(p) = 1, then the set of rich planes through p contains
the set of planes of a Baer cone with vertex p.
Theorem 7. Suppose that q is a square and S is a partial spread of T2(O) which covers
(∞) and with deficiency δ ≤ q/4 such that every blocking set of PG(2, q) of size q + δ
contains a line or a Baer subplane. Then S can be extended to a spread of T2(O).
Proof. Suppose that (F, wS) does not contain a line. Consider a hole r of type (i). Since
wS(r) = 1, the rich planes through r contain a Baer cone B with vertex r and base a Baer
subplane π ′ in π0. All planes of B through r are rich planes, so all lines of π ′ are secant or
tangent lines toO. Each rich plane contains a point x ofO such that δx ≥ 1. Hence if Π is
a set of rich planes such that no point ofO is contained in two elements of Π we have that
δ ≥ |Π |. Consequently if E is a set of lines of π ′ such that no point of O is incident with
two elements of E , then δ ≥ |E |.
Let K be the k-arc π ′ ∩O. Let E denote the set of lines of π ′ external to K, then by the
previous paragraph δ ≥ |E |. That is,
δ ≥ √q + q + 1− k(√q + 1)+ k(k − 1)/2, with 0 ≤ k ≤ √q + 2.
For this range of values of k we have that δ ≥ (q − √q)/2 which implies that δ > q/4,
a contradiction. Hence we conclude that (F, wS) must contain a line, necessarily a line of
type (a) of T2(O), and so S can be extended. 
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Remark. A non-trivial blocking set of size q + q/4+ 1 in PG(2, q), q even and square,
which does not contain a Baer subplane is known to exist, namely the set of points
{(x,Tr(x), 1) ‖ x ∈ GF(q)} ∪ {(x,Tr(x), 0) ‖ x ∈ GF(q)\{0}}, with Tr the trace function
from GF(q) to GF(4) (see [12, Chapter 13]). Thus the bounds of Theorem 1 can never
exceed q/4 and so the proof of Theorem 7 will remain valid for possible new bounds.
3.3. Bounds for maximal partial spreads of T2(O) for which (∞) is a hole
In this section we consider the case in which S is a partial spread of T2(O) with
deficiency δ, δ < q , and (∞) is a hole of S.
Lemma 3.4.
(i) There are (δ − 1)q holes of type (i).
(ii) ∑x∈O δx = q − 1+ δ.
Proof.
(i) q2+1−δ lines each cover q points of type (i), which gives (δ−1)q holes of type (i).
(ii) ∑x∈O δx =
∑
x∈O(q − αx ) = q2 + q − (q2 + 1− δ) = q + δ − 1. 
Lemma 3.5. If S is a partial spread of T2(O) with deficiency δ < q (where S may or may
not cover (∞)), then for each point x ∈ O, the lines of S on x form an arc in the quotient
geometry of x.
Proof. It suffices to show that no plane π of PG(3, q) containing x and a second point
x ′ of O contains more than two lines of S. Since δ < q the plane π contains at most
δ + 2q − (δx + δx ′) < 3q points not on lines of type (a) through x or x ′. 
Lemma 3.6. Let S be a partial spread of T2(O) such that the point (∞) is not covered
and such that δp = q for some p ∈ O. Then S may be extended by adding the point p.
Proof. Since no point on the line p of T2(O) is covered by an element of S the result
follows. 
Theorem 8. Let q be even and let S be a maximal partial spread S of T2(O) with
deficiency δ ≤ q − 1. Then S must cover the point (∞).
Proof. Suppose that S does not cover (∞). Since ∑x∈O δx = q + δ − 1 ≤ 2q − 2,
there must be a point p ∈ O such that δp ∈ {0, 1}. The lines of S incident with p form a
(q − 1)- or q-arc in the quotient geometry of p, which may be extended to a hyperoval.
This hyperoval contains a point corresponding to the line pp′ for some point p′ ∈ O\{p}.
Consequently, each plane of PG(3, q) on the line pp′ may contain only one line of S on p.
Since any plane on pp′ may not contain a line of S on p and a line of S on p′ we have three
possibilities: δp = 0, δp′ = q; δp = 1, δp′ = q; or δp = 1, δp′ = q − 1. In the first two
cases, by Lemma 3.6 we may extend S by adding p′, a contradiction, so we are left with
the latter case. Now in this case
∑
x∈O\{p,p′} δx = δ − 1 ≤ q − 2, from which it follows
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that there exists a point p′′ ∈ O\{p, p′} such that δp′′ = 0. By applying the arguments
above to p′′ it follows that S must be extendable, a contradiction. 
As an important corollary, we have obtained an improvement to the results of Tallini
(Theorem 3 (ii)). As will be seen in the next section, our result is also sharp. There exist
maximal partial spreads of deficiency q on Q(4, q).
Corollary 1. Consider the GQ Q(4, q). If q is even, and S is a maximal partial spread of
positive deficiency, then |S| ≤ q2 − q + 1.
Proof. Now Q(4, q) ∼= T2(O) if O is a conic. Since the group of Q(4, q) is transitive on
points the corollary follows from Theorem 8. 
Remark. It is natural to ask whether a similar result exists for maximal partial spreads of
T3(O), for which (∞) is a hole. Unfortunately, precise information on the structure of the
lines of S through a fixed point ofO, as we had for T2(O), is not available here.
For such a maximal partial spread of deficiency δ, it can be proved that the
corresponding minihyper (F, wS) is again a {(q + 1)δ − 1, δ − 1; 4, q}-minihyper. From
the results of Govaerts and Storme [6] on {2q + 1, 1; 4, q}-minihypers, q > 2, it follows
that there are no such maximal partial spreads of deficiency δ = 2. Also the case δ = 1
can be excluded (by [13, 2.7.1]). So for such a maximal partial spread, necessarily δ ≥ 3.
4. Examples of maximal partial spreads
In this section we will give examples of maximal partial spreads of T2(O), q even, and
T3(O).
In Theorem 9 we construct a maximal partial spread from a spread of T2(O). The
existence of spreads of T2(O) is solved by the existence of ovoids of T2(O) if T2(O) is
self-dual. It is known that T2(O) is self dual if and only if q is even and O is a translation
oval (see e.g. [13]).
Let π be a plane which has no points in common with O. The q2 points of type (i) of π
together with (∞) constitute an ovoid of T2(O), called a planar ovoid. We conclude that
T2(O) has a spread if O is a translation oval.
Theorem 9. If T2(O), q even, has a spread, then T2(O) has a maximal partial spread of
size q2 − q + 1 which covers (∞).
Proof. Suppose S is a spread of T2(O) containing the line p ∈ O of type (b). With
L⊥ we denote the set of all lines concurrent with the line L. Let x ∈ O\{p}. Then
Sx = (S\x⊥)∪{x} is a partial spread of T2(O). Since by Lemma 3.5 (S∩x⊥)\{p} is a q-arc
in the quotient geometry of x , there can be no line L of T2(O) such that S ∩ L⊥ = S ∩ x⊥,
and so Sx is a maximal partial spread of size q2 − q + 1. 
Remark. Several classes of ovals are known for which spreads of T2(O) can be
constructed. More information can be found in [3] and [4].
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We will now construct maximal partial spreads for T3(O). Using some lemmas, we will
prove the following results.
Theorem 10.
(i) T3(O) has a maximal partial spread of size q3 − q + 1 which covers (∞).
(ii) If O is the Tits ovoid, then T3(O) has a maximal partial spread of size q3 − q + 2
which covers (∞).
(iii) Let q be odd, q ≥ 7, then T3(O) has maximal partial spreads of size q3+1− δ, with
δ = nq, (q2 − 11)/2 ≥ n ≥ q − 1. For certain values of q, other values for δ are
possible:
• δ = (q3 − (2n − 1)q)/2, n = 1, 2, . . . , 5 if q + 1 ≡ 2 or 4(mod 6)
• δ = (q3 − 7q)/2, if q + 1 ≡ 0 mod 6 and q ≥ 17
• δ = (q3 − (2n − 1)q)/2, n = 3, 5 if q = 11.
(iv) Let q be even, q ≥ q0 (cf. Theorem 12), then T3(O) has maximal partial spreads of
size q3 + 1− δ, with δ = nq, (3q2 − q − 8)/8 ≥ n ≥ q − 1.
In [13], a spread of T3(O) is constructed from a spread of PG(3, q). Let x ∈ O and
let Σ be a plane of π0 such that x /∈ Σ . Let V be a PG(3, q) distinct from π0 and
containing Σ . Define L = Σ ∩ Σx where Σx is the tangent plane to O at x . Suppose
S is a spread of V containing L. Define yi = 〈x, xi 〉 ∩ V , i = 1, . . . , q2, for all
xi ∈ O\{x} and denote the element of S incident with yi by Li . If the lines of the plane
Σi = 〈x, xi , Li 〉, not 〈x, xi 〉, that are incident with xi are labelled Mij , j = 1, . . . , q , then
S′ = {x} ∪ {Mij ‖ i = 1, . . . , q2; j = 1, . . . , q} is a spread of T3(O).
We construct a partial spread P(S′) from S′. Consider a point x1 ∈ O\{x} and M a
line of type (a) of T3(O) on x1 not contained in S′. If we remove all lines of S′ concurrent
with M and add M , we obtain a partial spread of size q3 − q + 1. There are q + 1 lines
of S′ concurrent with M . This is one line M1 in 〈M,Σ1〉, intersecting M in its point
of type (ii) and q lines M2, . . . , Mq+1 intersecting M in distinct points of type (i). We
denote the points of O on the lines M1, . . . , Mq+1 by x1, . . . , xq+1 respectively. Define
P = (S′ ∪ {M})\{M1, . . . , Mq+1}.
Lemma 4.1. If {x1, . . . , xq+1} is not an oval, then P is maximal.
Proof. Suppose we can add a line N to P . Necessarily, N must be a line of type (a) on
one of the points {x2, . . . , xq+1} (by considering the covering of the points of type (ii)).
Suppose x2 ∈ N . If we can add N , then N must intersect all lines {M1, . . . , Mq+1} in
exactly one point. So {M1, . . . , Mq+1} ⊂ 〈M, N〉 and {x1, . . . , xq+1} = Ω ∩ 〈M, N〉 is an
oval. The lemma follows by contraposition. 
Lemma 4.2. The GQ T3(O), q > 2, has maximal partial spreads of size q3 − q + 1.
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Proof. Consider P and suppose we can add a line N to P . We project all lines of
P = (S′ ∪ {M, N})\{M1, . . . , Mq+1} from x on V . Then
Mi → Li ∈ S
M → L ′ /∈ S
N → L ′′ /∈ S
with L ′ incident with y1 and L ′′ incident with y2. Now L ′ cannot belong to S; otherwise
L ′ ⊆ 〈x, x1, M1〉. Also since N intersects the lines M1, . . . , Mq+1 it follows that L ′′ meets
each of the q+1 lines of S meeting L ′. So if L ′ is a line such that there is no second transver-
sal to the q+1 lines of S meeting L ′, then it is impossible to find a line N which satisfies all
conditions. We will construct a spread of PG(3, q) which satisfies the necessary conditions.
Suppose S1 is a regular spread and R ⊆ S1 is a regulus with opposite regulus R′.
Replacing R by R′ gives a new spread, denoted by S2. Suppose L ′ is a line of PG(3, q)
not in S1 nor in S2, having exactly one point p covered by a line of R (and hence also by
a line of R′). Let M and M ′ be the corresponding lines of R, R′ respectively, on p. Let
M1, . . . , Mq be the lines of S1 and S2 meeting L ′ in the q points not p. Since L meets
M1, M2, M3, it is contained in the opposite regulus generated by those three lines, and
the lines of S1 meeting L ′ form indeed this regulus {M1, . . . , Mq , M}. Suppose that the
lines M1, . . . , Mq , M ′ on L ′ have a second transversal L ′′ skew to L ′. Since L ′′ meets
M1, M2, M3, it meets all members of the regulus including M . Then L ′′ must contain the
point p = M ∩M ′ and so intersects L ′, a contradiction. Hence there exists no such second
transversal. 
Lemma 4.3. IfO = Q−(3, q) then either P is maximal or P can be extended to a spread.
Proof. SupposeO = Q−(3, q) and that P can be extended by the line N . Then necessarily
Ω = 〈M, N〉 ∩ O is a conic and M1, . . . , Mq+1 are q + 1 lines of a T2(Ω) ∼= Q(4, q)
constructed in 〈M, N〉. Because {M1, . . . , Mq+1} = {M, N}⊥ in T2(Ω), they form a
regulus, and {M, N} is a subset of the opposite regulus. So if we can add one line N
to P , we can add the q − 1 remaining lines in the opposite regulus of {M1, . . . , Mq+1}.
Hence P can be extended to a spread. 
If O is not Q−(3, q), then P is either maximal or may be extended by one further
transversal of {M1, . . . , Mq+1}. For if {M1, . . . , Mq+1} has three transversals, then it
follows that it is a regulus, the oval Ω is a conic and so O is Q−(3, q) by [2].
By the construction of S′ from S, we see that the configuration {M, M1, . . . , Mq+1}
is the image of respectively 〈M, x〉 ∩ V and {〈Mi , x〉 ∩ V ‖ i = 1, . . . , q + 1} ⊂ S
under the projection of the spread V onto 〈M, M1, M2〉 from x , and conversely. Thus
we may extend P if and only if we can find a spread of PG(3, q) that contains q + 1
lines with two transversals and meeting some plane of PG(3, q) in the oval Ω . Since
presently only two classes of ovoids are known, we will restrict ourselves to an oval
Ω = {(1, t, tσ ) ‖ t ∈ GF(q)} ∪ {(0, 0, 1)}, q = 22e+1 and σ 2 ≡ 2, e ≥ 1, which is
found in the Tits ovoid. We use the Lu¨neburg spread S = {〈(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)〉} ∪
{〈(sσ , 1, s + tσ+1, 0), (s + tσ+1, 0, tσ , 1)〉 ‖ s, t ∈ GF(q)}. If we consider the
lines {〈(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)〉} ∪ {〈(tσ+2, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, tσ , 1)〉 ‖ t ∈ GF(q)} of S,
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they have transversals 〈(0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)〉 and 〈(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)〉. Furthermore,
intersection with the plane x1 = x2 gives the oval {(t2σ+2, tσ , tσ , 1) ‖ t ∈ GF(q)} ∪
{(1, 0, 0, 0)} = {(tσ+2, t, t, 1) ‖ t ∈ GF(q)} ∪ {(1, 0, 0, 0)} which is equivalent to the oval
Ω in the Tits ovoid. Hence
Lemma 4.4. If O is the Tits ovoid, then T3(O) has a maximal partial spread of size
q3 − q + 2 which covers (∞).
To prove part (iii) of Theorem 10, we use the following theorem from [10].
Theorem 11. In PG(3, q), q odd, q ≥ 7, there exists a maximal partial spread of size
q2+1− δ, (q2−11)/2 ≥ δ ≥ q−1. In addition there also exist spreads of size q2+1− δ
with:
• δ = (q2 + 1− 2n)/2, n = 1, 2, . . . , 5 if q + 1 ≡ 2 or 4(mod 6).
• δ = (q2 − 7)/2, if q + 1 ≡ 0 mod 6 and q ≥ 17.
• δ = (q2 + 1− 2n)/2, n = 3, 5 if q = 11.
The following theorem ([9]) will also be of use. The exact value of q0 will be known when
the research in [9] is completed. We expect q0 > 16.
Theorem 12. In PG(3, q), q even, q ≥ q0, there exists a maximal partial spread of size
q2 + 1− δ, (3q2 − q − 8)/8 ≥ δ ≥ q − 1.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose S is a maximal partial spread of PG(3, q) with deficiency δ. Then
there exists a maximal partial spread of T3(O) with deficiency qδ.
Proof. Consider the maximal partial spread S in PG(3, q). We construct a partial spread
on T3(O) in the same way as a spread is constructed in [13]. It is straightforward to see
that the constructed spread S′ is a partial spread. We will prove that S′ is maximal due
to the maximality of S. By the construction of S′ there are points of O\{x} on which we
have q lines of S′, and there are points of O\{x} on which there are no lines. If we can
extend S′, then, since (∞) is already covered, we must add a line of type (a) on a point of
O\{x} incident with no line of S′. Suppose p ∈ O\{x} is such a point and we can extend
S′ by M on p. By construction if L is any line of S then S′ covers all points of 〈x, L〉\π0.
Hence M contains no point of 〈x, L〉 and the projection of M from x onto V is skew to
L. This implies that S may be extended, a contradiction. Hence S′ is maximal and of size
q3 + 1− qδ. 
Theorem 10 (ii) and (iv) now follow immediately from the Lemma and Theorems 11
and 12.
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